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The world's most advanced flight simulator has only one upgrade. With all-new Internet multiplayer, combat missions, emergency scenarios, tutorials, 3-D cockpits and more, X-Plane 10 Mobile is enough to make our desktop users jealous. An F-22 can compete with the Grand Canyon at supersonic speeds ... Or are you going to end up
as another burn mark on the canyon wall? After your friend from halfway around the world launches a heat-seeking missile at you, will you be able to shake it off and retaliate? When a flock of birds pulls out your windshield and engines immediately after takeoff, will you be able to land safely? If a dozen anti-aircraft cannons and a ground-
to-air missile launcher stand between you and your target, could you complete your mission? Will you be able to cool down when your engine catches fire and fills your cockpit with smoke? Or are you going to go up in flames? Do you want to know? X-Plane 10 Mobile faces 24 challenges, from emergencies to battle scenarios. In addition,
we have added 9 tutorials that teach the basics of takeoff and landing, traffic patterns, helicopters and more. It is located in a beautiful world created with all this realistic 3D scene. Airports are filled with terminal buildings, jet routes and other airport clutter. Cities are built with 3D buildings. The app includes cessna 172 (plus all 5 stage
zones) for free. In addition, the following aircraft can be used as in-app purchases:F-22 RaptorAirbus A320 AircraftBoeing B777-200ER AirlinerBombardier CRJ200 Regional JetA-10 Thunderbolt II (Warthog)F-24 Phantom IIBeechcraft Baron B58Beechcraft King Air C90B PAPiper-18 Super CubPiag Pgio-180 AvantiSikorP.180
AvantiSikorskiS777 all aircraft are now spectacular features, interactive 3-D cockpits! Please note that google play services must be login to use internet multiplayer.– Bug Fix for Samsung S20 devices running Android 11.– Free update to CirrusJet SF-50 for everyone! Dual Garmin G1000's, fully realistic sounds (FMOD) and more! –
Route editor widgets bug troubleshoots install on your APK device. com.laminarresearch.x_plane10 android/obb to your computer folder. Get in the game. It's the most realistic plane. The world is at your fingertips. It's not a game, it's a flight simulator.▶ highly recommended. — More than 1 million downloads ◀▶ Mel Martin, Engadget!
◀Thinks with the flight model used in our faa-certified desktop simulator X-Plane.It why real pilots fly - it starts with the flight model, which is enough to model the flexibility in your wings and the tilt on your landing gear. Add to this desktop-quality aircraft with multiple liveries and interactive 3-D cockpits - so you can do a full startup
procedure using hundreds of buttons, buttons, and switches in the cockpit in detail. With working indicators, flight screens and more, these cockpits are just as realistic as those on our desktop sim. But the plane is fine without a place to fly That's why each of our free areas has detailed terrain, vibrant city buildings and 3-D airports, along
with terminal buildings, jet roads, hangars and more. Do you want more? Subscribe to unlock the global landscape and access more than 37,000 airports with more than 11,500 airports including 3D terminals, hangars and more.▶ FEATURES, 9 free training√ traffic patterns, helicopters and more.√ 2-player internet multiplayer 2-player
internet multiplayer games (free for everyone)√ Fully interactive cockpits on many planes, Connected to actual system models with operating indicators, displays, buttons and switches√ Full startup procedures supported on many aircraft (optionally starting any aircraft from cold and dark state)√ each is modeled on more than 50 systems
that can fail in command√ Emergency scenarios√ Combat missions▶ Aircraft application 2 aircraft (plus all 5 stage areas) for free. In addition, the following aircraft can be used as an in-app purchase:• Free! Cessna 172SP w/ full interactive cockpit + 4 liveries• Free! Cirrus Vision SF50 w/ full interactive cockpit + 5 liveries• Airbus A320
Airliner w/ 3 liveries• Boeing B737-800 Aircraftr w/ full interactive cockpit (more than 280 switches, buttons, &amp; arms!) + 3 liveries• Boeing B777-200ER Airliner w/ 3 liveries• Boeing B747-400 Jumbo Jet w/ 3 liveries• Bombardier CRJ200 Regional Jet w/ 3 liveries• Douglas DC-3 Airplane w/ full interactive cockpit + 3 liveries• McDonnell
Douglas MD-80 w/ 3 liveries• A-10Thunder I Fighter• F-22 Raptor Fighter• F-4 Phantom II Fighter• Beechcraft Baron B58 w/ full interactive cockpit• Beechcraft King Air C90B• Piper PA-18 Super Cub• Piaggio P.180 Avanti• Sikorsky S76 Helicopter w/ liver alternativey▶SCENERY5 stage zones are free for everyone!• Oahu, Hawaii• Grand
Canyon• Seattle/Tacoma, Washington• Juneau, Alaska• Innsbruck, AustriaGlobal landscape available by purchasing monthly or annual subscription.▶ MULTIPLAYERWith Professional subscription you can get early access to the large multiplayer (MMO). Join tens of thousands of pilots in a single shared world! Try Fly-In of the Day to
meet hundreds of other pilots, or explore the world of MMO for more chance encounters. The massive multiplayer player is in early access - we wanted to get into your hands as soon as possible - so we will continue to add new features and improvements in the coming months. Download X-Plane now for aviation experience like never
before. Page 2 V11.4.1 1.1 GB XAPK OBB V11.4.1 26.1 MB APK V11.4.0 1.1 GB XAPK OBB V11.4.0 26.1 MB APK V11.1 MB3.2 1.1 GB XAPK OBB V11.3.2 25.6 MB APK V11.3.1 1 1.1 GB XAPK OBB V11.3.1 25.5 MB APK V11.3.0 1 1 GB XAPK OBB V11.3.0 25.5 APK V11.2.3 1.1 GB XAPK OBB V11.2.3 25.2 MB APK V11.2 1.1 GB
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APK V10.8.1 1.4 GB XAPK OBB V10.8.1 11.1 MB APK Simulation Simulation The realistic simulation game type has always been the game with top-notch 3D graphics, building detailed worlds, and applying various physics mechanisms, making the game experience as realistic as possible. Furthermore, the player will have the
opportunity to learn how to interact with any object such as tools, tools, processes, etc. Countless simulation games for all platforms and even mobile platforms for gamers are enjoyed ad, anywhere. In this article, you will introduce a pilot simulation game that allows you to fly a large number of planes and admire the beauty of the world
from the perspective of a pilot. X-Plane Flight Simulator developed for mobile; While low on other platforms, this game promises players to give a pilot the most authentic experience. REALISTIC 3D GRAPHICS operating mechanism with AUTHENTIC ENVIRONMENT X-Plane is a super realistic simulation game that includes everything
like takeoff procedures, landing procedures and even customer service. But what makes the game stand out is super realistic 3D graphics, the ability to build perfect terrain, and even excellent performance optimization for gaming to run on most devices. Although the world is designed in an open world, thanks to the graphics, there are
numerous opportunities for the player to explore the environment, the world and even famous places. Not only graphics, but the ability is also excellent, as it brings a lot of authentic experience with a pilot perspective such as weather factors, day and night, physical mechanisms, etc. the graphics engine of this game is highly appreciated
by other players. 3D SIMULATION FIRST TIME FLIGHT X-Plane's core is that players experience the work of a pilot, including how to interact with other passengers, operate aircraft and do business perfectly. Therefore, the game will be focused on the worldwide movement by plane, allowing players to customize planes, and even living
the life of a pilot. Not only that, but players will also have the opportunity to admire the beauty of nature, including cities built in 3D at different heights and weather effects. The game will build all the real details like cockpits, cities, famous buildings and more to make the game as realistic as possible. REALISTIC CONTROL MECHANICS If
you have ever tried other flying games, as there is a proper operating procedure accordingly, this game will come as a new surprise to you Standard. Everything about the operation of an aircraft should be done manually, such as navigating the ground, start the engine, adjust performance, take off and balance in the air. There are many
different processes that players should be familiar with, and the game features a detailed teaching course with each aircraft in this game. Of course, the game also has a complex console design to experience the work of a pilot, showing the operating functions of almost the entire aircraft, even a real way for gamers. VARIOUS PLANES
AT YOUR EMRInde X-Plane is a flight simulation game that includes not only an airplane, but also many other aircraft that players often see in the airport hangar. Of course, each aircraft will have a separate control mechanism, and players have access to the teaching course a time, anywhere, to experience the flight of all aircraft. Even
better, players can customize these planes, such as performance upgrades, appearance changes, interior design, and countless other upgraded features. The game will build everything perfectly thanks to its engine to help players get comfortable with any aircraft they have. VARIOUS FLIGHT OPENERS, ENJOY THE VIEW FROM THE
COCKPIT Running an aircraft requires careful training of the pilot and always grasps everything around the aircraft to avoid an accident. But this factor becomes more superficial in this game thanks to its many different angles when controlling aircraft. Yes, players can run the aircraft from many different perspectives, such as overview,
first person view, top-down, etc. Each angle will have a separate user to help users easily control the aircraft. Of course, the first person emphasizes the appearance, as players enjoy all the interior designed inside the pilot cockpit. ENJOY FLIGHT WITH PILOTS AROUND THE WORLD The X-Plane is not only a flight simulation game, but
also a community for pilots to fly friendly flights together. There is also a lot to entertain players, such as special events for pilots and the option to customize each aircraft. This game has only a specific server and everyone appears everywhere, so players can create clubs for pilots to do events together. X-Plane is currently considered
one of the most potential simulation games, such as perfectly optimized, realistic graphics, live controls and many improvements. And, if you are someone who wants to experience the work of a pilot, this game will create the most authentic environment possible for you. You.
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